FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Boeing 787 Dreamliner cruises by Sands SkyPark

Guests at Marina Bay Sands among the first to view the maiden voyage of Boeing’s newest airplane in Singapore

Singapore (14 February, 2012) – Guests at Sands SkyPark were treated to an exclusive up-close viewing of the highly-anticipated Boeing 787 Dreamliner this evening as it swept past Marina Bay Sands for the first time in its Singapore debut.

This special viewing is made possible by Boeing’s 787 Dream Tour, which is making two stops in Asia this month to showcase the game-changing technologies of the new plane.

Guests took in the awe-inspiring sights as the Dream Tour airplane flew over the waters past the Sands SkyPark at around 6:30pm, approaching Marina Bay Sands from Tower 1 at approximately 2,000 feet (609.6 m) above ground level, soared towards Tower 3 – and circled back again for a second pass.

This is the first unveiling of Boeing 787 Dreamliner in Singapore and to mark its significance, a special flight path was specifically created by Boeing to allow SkyPark guests an up-close and personal view of the airplane as it greeted Singapore from the skies.
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Among the audience who had front-row seats to the spectacular show were Boeing’s valued customers and partners in the Asia-Pacific region, who were hosted to an exclusive and private cocktail session at the SkyPark, which boasts one of the world’s largest public cantilevers.

Measuring 186 feet (56.7 m) in length and 197 (60 m) feet in width each, nearly six Boeing 787 Dreamliner planes can potentially fit into the iconic 1.2 hectare Sands SkyPark, which is longer than the Eiffel Tower is tall.

The Dream Tour airplane is outfitted with the 787’s special cabin features including a welcoming entryway, dramatically larger dimmable windows, bigger bins and dynamic LED lighting. The airplane is configured with a luxurious business-class cabin, an overhead crew rest compartment and an economy class section. From now till Feb 17, the Boeing 787 Dreamliner is being showcased at the 2012 Singapore Airshow as part of its formidable lineup of commercial and defense products.

###

About Marina Bay Sands Pte Ltd
Marina Bay Sands is the leading business, leisure and entertainment destination in Asia. It features large and flexible convention and exhibition facilities, 2,560 hotel rooms and suites, the rooftop Sands SkyPark, the best shopping mall in Asia, world-class celebrity chef restaurants and an outdoor event plaza. Its two theaters showcase a range of leading entertainment performances including world-renowned Broadway shows. Completing the line-up of attractions is the ArtScience Museum at Marina Bay Sands which plays host to permanent and marquee exhibitions. For more information, please visit www.marinabaysands.com
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